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ABSTRACT
Elliptical galaxies moving through the intra-cluster medium (ICM) are progressively stripped of their
gaseous atmospheres. X-ray observations reveal the structure of galactic tails, wakes, and the interface
between the galactic gas and the ICM. This fine-structure depends on dynamic conditions (galaxy
potential, initial gas contents, orbit in the host cluster), orbital stage (early infall, pre-/post-pericenter
passage), as well as on the still ill-constrained ICM plasma properties (thermal conductivity, viscosity,
magnetic field structure). Paper I describes flow patterns and stages of inviscid gas stripping. Here we
study the effect of a Spitzer-like temperature dependent viscosity corresponding to Reynolds numbers,
Re, of 50 to 5000 with respect to the ICM flow around the remnant atmosphere. Global flow patterns
are independent of viscosity in this Reynolds number range. Viscosity influences two aspects: In
inviscid stripping, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (KHIs) at the sides of the remnant atmosphere lead
to observable horns or wings. Increasing viscosity suppresses KHIs of increasing length scale, and thus
observable horns and wings. Furthermore, in inviscid stripping, stripped galactic gas can mix with the
ambient ICM in the galaxy’s wake. This mixing is suppressed increasingly with increasing viscosity,
such that viscously stripped galaxies have long X-ray bright, cool wakes. We provide mock X-ray
images for different stripping stages and conditions. While these qualitative results are generic, we
tailor our simulations to the Virgo galaxy M89 (NGC 4552), where Re ≈ 50 corresponds to a viscosity
of 10% of the Spitzer level. Paper III compares new deep Chandra and archival XMM-Newton data
to our simulations.
Keywords: clusters: individual: Virgo – galaxies: M89 – simulations
1. INTRODUCTION
Elliptical galaxies falling into clusters experience an
intra-cluster medium (ICM) head wind that progres-
sively strips their gaseous atmospheres (Nulsen 1982;
Gisler, G. R. 1976; Takeda et al. 1984; Stevens et al.
1999; Toniazzo & Schindler 2001; Acreman et al. 2003;
McCarthy et al. 2008, among others). Previous work
shows that the stripped gas forms a ‘tail’ downstream of
the galaxy. In a companion paper we clarify the nature of
galaxies’ gas ‘tails’ and distinguish between the galaxy’s
remnant tail and its wake (Roediger et al., paper I here-
after). We showed that the downstream part of an atmo-
sphere undergoing gas stripping is shielded from the ICM
head wind and can be largely retained by the galaxy up to
or beyond pericenter passage. The retained downstream
atmosphere can take the appearance of a tail. This ‘rem-
nant tail’ should not be confused with the ‘tail of stripped
gas’ because it is not stripped but part of the remnant
atmosphere. In analogy to the flow around a solid body,
the ICM flow around the remnant atmosphere leads to a
wake downstream of the remnant atmosphere. The wake
is filled with both stripped galactic gas and ICM. The
near part of this wake is a ‘deadwater’ region which ex-
tends roughly one or two atmosphere lengths. In X-ray
observations of stripped ellipticals, both the remnant tail
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and the near wake can have a tail-like appearance.
The Chandra and XMM-Newton X-ray observatories
observed gas stripping for several nearby elliptical galax-
ies. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows a deep Chandra image
of the strongly gas-stripped elliptical M89 (NGC 4552),
which is located 350 kpc (72 arcmin) east of the Virgo
cluster center (M87). Like other stripped ellipticals, it
shows a truncated atmosphere with a gas ‘tail’ and a con-
tact discontinuity on opposite sides, indicating, in this
case, a northward motion through the Virgo ICM. Be-
yond these basic features, this galaxy displays two ‘horns’
that are attached to its upstream edge and bend down-
stream (Machacek et al. 2006). Its near ‘tail’ curves to
the east, the far ‘tail’ appears to flare near the edge of the
field of view. Observations of other stripped ellipticals
display similarly rich structures: M86 in Virgo shows a
spectacular 150 kpc long bifurcating ‘tail’ starting in a
plume (Randall et al. 2008), M49 in Virgo (Kraft et al.
2011) has a ragged upstream edge and a flaring ‘tail’,
and the ‘tail’ of NGC 1404 in Fornax appears rather
faint despite its projected proximity to the cluster center
(Machacek et al. 2005).
The details and differences of the gas-stripped clus-
ter ellipticals could be used to determine the still ill-
constrained effective ICM transport coefficients. Tem-
perature discontinuities across their upstream edges sug-
gest a strongly suppressed thermal conductivity (e.g.,
Vikhlinin et al. 2001; Vikhlinin & Markevitch 2002). The
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Figure 1. Left: Merged Chandra ACIS-S image of gas-stripped elliptical galaxy M89 in Virgo, showing the truncated galactic atmosphere
with an upstream edge in the north, a downstream tail and the onset of the wake towards the south, and horns at the sides (200 ks total,
0.7-1.1 keV band, point sources removed, binned to 2 arcsec pixels and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with 2 pixel radius). We label
structures discussed in this paper. Second panel: Synthetic X-ray image from our best-matching simulation in the same energy band,
with structures labelled (inviscid stripping, initially extended atmosphere, 140 Myr after pericenter passage, orbit inclined by 30 degree out
of the plane of the sky; same as third panel in Fig. 12 but flipped around the vertical axis; brightness units are arbitrary). The simulation
reproduces the bright near tail and faint far tail or wake, and the upstream edge. M89’s horns resemble the KHIs at the sides of the
simulated galaxy but are unusually close to the upstream edge given their size. Third panel: Corresponding viscous simulation with
0.01 Spitzer viscosity. Small-scale KHIs are suppressed, thus the wake remains brighter to somewhat farther downstream. Fourth panel:
Corresponding viscous simulation with 0.1 Spitzer viscosity. KHIs up to scales comparable to the radius of the remnant atmosphere are
suppressed, leading to suppression of mixing in the wake and consequently a bright ‘tail’ of 10s of kpc length.
The details and differences of the gas-stripped clus-
ter ellipticals could be used to determine the still ill-
constrained effective ICM transport coefficients. Tem-
perature discontinuities across their upstream edges sug-
gest a strongly suppressed thermal conductivity (e.g.,
Vikhlinin et al. 2001). The flow around the remnant
atmosphere of a galaxy is also shaped by the effective
ICM viscosity and/or magnetic field structures in the
ICM (Dursi & Pfrommer 2008). Here we focus on the
impact of an isotropic effective ICM viscosity.
The patterns of viscous and inviscid flows around solid
bodies are well-known. Recall, e.g., the flow past a cir-
cular cylinder or sphere (van Dyke 1982, among others):
From high to low viscosity, or from low to high Reynolds
number2, flow patterns change from laminar to a down-
stream vortex pair or torus to a turbulent wake (see also
Fig. 13 in the appendix). The wake of a stripped galac-
tic atmosphere behaves similarly, and stripped gas traces
the flow patterns in the wake. In a turbulent wake the
stripped gas should mix quickly with the ambient ICM,
reducing the gas density and hence X-ray brightness. A
sufficient viscosity suppresses Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-
ities (KHIs, Roediger et al. 2013), which are a major
agent of turbulent mixing. Therefore, for a sufficiently
viscous ICM, we expect an unmixed, cool, X-ray bright
tail. Mock X-ray images of our simulations in Fig. 1
show these features in direct comparison with the M89
observation.
The mixing state, and thus brightness of observed tails
and wakes of stripped ellipticals does not only depend
2 The Reynolds number is defined as Re = lvρ
µ
where l and v are
the characteristic length scale and velocity of the flow, and ρ and
µ are the fluid density and dynamic viscosity. Reynolds numbers
stated in this paper refer to diameter of the remnant atmosphere,
the galaxy’s orbital velocity, ambient ICM density and its viscosity.
on the ICM transport properties but also on dynamical
conditions such as galaxy potential, initial galactic at-
mosphere, and the ICM flow experienced along the orbit
through the cluster. To facilitate the most direct compar-
ison to observations, the simulations presented here are
tailored to M89 regarding these dynamical conditions as
described in paper I. Qualitative results are independent
of this particular model galaxy.
Here investigate the impact of an isotropic, Spitzer-
like3 viscosity on the flow patterns in the stripping pro-
cess and discuss observable morphological differences be-
tween viscous and inviscid stripping. We do so by sim-
ulating an elliptical, or rather spherical, galaxy during
cluster crossing with viscous hydrodynamics as described
in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we compare viscous and invis-
cid flow patterns and their evolution. Sect. 4 discusses
the appearance of these patterns in X-ray images. In
Sect. 5 we briefly compare our results to M89 and to
other stripped ellipticals, and discuss additional physics.
A detailed comparison to the new M89 Chandra data is
presented in a companion paper (paper III, Kraft et al.
in prep.). Section 6 summarizes our results.
2. METHOD
We model the motion of a spherical galaxy through
its host cluster with 3D hydrodynamic simulations. The
simulations are run in the rest frame of the galaxy, i.e.,
the galaxy is exposed to an ICM head wind which varies
in density and velocity according to the galaxy’s orbit
though the host cluster. The model galaxy consists
of an analytic gravitational potential due to its dark
matter and stellar contents, and an initially hydrostatic
3 dynamic viscosity is temperature-dependent, ∝ T 5/2, Spitzer
(1956)
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flow around the remnant atmosphere of a galaxy is also
shaped by the effective ICM viscosity and/or magnetic
field structures in the ICM (Dursi & Pfrommer 2008).
Here we focus on the impact of an isotropic effective ICM
viscosity.
The patterns of viscous and inviscid flows around solid
bodies are well-known. Recall, e.g., the flow past a cir-
cular cylinder or sphere (van Dyke 1982, among others):
From high to low viscosity, or from low to high Reynolds
number2, flow patterns change from laminar to a down-
stream vortex pair or torus to a turbulent wake (see
also Fig. 14 in the appendix). The wake of a stripped
galactic atmosphere behaves similarly, and stripped gas
traces the flow patterns in the wake. In a turbulent wake
the stripped gas should mix quickly with the ambient
ICM, reducing the gas density and hence X-ray bright-
ness. Increasing viscosity suppresses Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities (KHIs) at larger and larger scales (Roediger
et al. 2013) and thus suppresses turbulent mixing in the
galaxy’s wake. Therefore, for a sufficiently viscous IC ,
we expect an unmixed, cool, X-ray bright wake. Mock
X-ray images of our simulations in Fig. 1 show these fea-
tures in direct comparison with the M89 observation.
The mixing state, and thus brightness of observed tails
and wakes of stripped ellipticals does not only depend
on the ICM transport properties but also on dynamical
conditions such as galaxy potential, initial galactic at-
mosphere, and the ICM flow experienced along the orbit
through the cluster. To facilitate the most direct compar-
ison to observations, the simulations presented here are
2 e e l s er is efi e s e lv ere l re
t e c r cteristic le t sc le el cit f t e fl ,
re t e fl i e sit ic isc sit . e l s ers
st te i t is er refer t i eter f t e re t t s ere,
t e l ’s r it l el cit , ie t I e sit its isc sit .
tailored to M89 regarding these dynamical conditions as
described in paper I. Qualitative results are independent
of this particular model galaxy.
Here we investigate the impact of an isotropic, Spitzer-
like3 viscosity on the flow patterns in the stripping pro-
cess and discuss observable morphological differences be-
tween viscous and inviscid stripping. We do so by sim-
ulating an elliptical, or rather spherical, galaxy during
cluster crossing with viscous hydrodynamics as described
in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we compare viscous and invis-
cid flow patterns and their evolution. Sect. 4 discusses
the appearance of these patterns in X-ray images. In
Sect. 5 we briefly compare our results to M89 and to
other stripped ellipticals, and discuss additional physics.
A detailed comparison to the new M89 Chandra data is
presented in a companion paper (paper III, Kraft et al.
in prep.). Section 6 summarizes our results.
2. METHOD
We model the motion of a spherical galaxy through
its host cluster with 3D hydrodynamic simulations. The
simulations are run in the rest frame of the galaxy, i.e.,
the galaxy is exposed to an ICM head wind which varies
in density and velocity according to the galaxy’s orbit
though the host cluster. The model galaxy consists
of an analytic gravitational potential due to its dark
matter and stellar contents, and an initially hydrostatic
∼ 0.4 keV hot atmosphere. Tailoring the galaxy model
and ICM wind to M89 is described in Appendix A in pa-
per I. In paper I we estimated that gas replenishment by
stellar mass loss is not relevant in our simulations and is
thus neglected.
3 ic isc sit is te er t re- e e e t, 5/2, itzer
( )
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We model both the galactic atmosphere and the ICM
as viscous or inviscid gases with an ideal equation of
state. Thermal conduction is neglected. We do not in-
clude radiative cooling or AGN heating of the galactic
gas but assume that thermal balance is maintained by
the interplay between both.
2.1. Code
We use the FLASH code (version 4.0.1, Dubey et al.
2009), a modular, block-structured AMR code, paral-
lelized using the Message Passing Interface library. It
solves the Riemann problem on a Cartesian grid using
the Piecewise-Parabolic Method. Appendix A briefly
describes test simulations of inviscid and viscous flows
around a solid body.
The simulations use a nested grid centered on the
galaxy and its near wake and ensure the peak resolu-
tion in a box of at least (−10 kpc, 50 kpc) × (±10 kpc)2
around the galaxy center. At early times the upstream
and side extents of the peak resolution box are larger
to encompass the whole atmosphere. As stripping pro-
ceeds, the upstream extent of the peak resolution box is
reduced to ∼ 2 kpc ahead of the remnant atmosphere to
avoid unnecessary refinement of the free-streaming up-
stream ICM. For the viscous simulations a peak reso-
lution of 0.2 kpc is sufficient to resolve all KHIs that
are not suppressed by viscosity. This lower peak resolu-
tion compared to the inviscid simulations (which use 0.1
kpc, see paper I) also reduces computational costs for the
more expensive viscous simulations. We confirmed that
the resolution is sufficient for convergence of our results
(App. B).
Both the inviscid and viscous simulations include spa-
tial perturbations in the ICM head wind as seeds for
KHIs as described in Paper I.
2.2. Viscosity
We adapted the implicit thermal diffusion module of
FLASH to implicit momentum diffusion to describe vis-
cous effects. Viscous heating is included as a separate
energy source term. We use an isotropic, temperature
dependent Spitzer-like viscosity with a dynamic viscos-
ity µ ∝ T 5/2 (Spitzer 1956). For our viscous simula-
tions, we use a dynamic viscosity of 0.001 to 0.1 of the
Spitzer value for an unmagnetized plasma. For an ICM
temperature of 2.4 keV, electron density 3× 10−4 cm−3,
atmosphere diameter of 6 kpc, and ICM wind velocity
of ∼ 1000 km s−1 a viscosity of 0.1 of the Spitzer value
corresponds to a Reynolds number, Re, of 46. Using
instead the shocked ICM temperature near the stagna-
tion point of ∼ 4.5 keV results Re ∼ 10. Despite being
only 10% of the Spitzer-value, this viscosity pushes the
hydrodynamic approximation to the limit because the
corresponding mean free path is 0.6 kpc, a considerable
fraction of the size of the remnant atmosphere.
2.3. Simulation runs
We repeat the same two simulations as in paper I, i.e.,
stripping of an initially compact and an initially extended
atmosphere, with 0.1 Spitzer viscosity (Re at pericenter
∼ 46). We also simulate stripping of the extended atmo-
sphere at 0.01 and 0.001 Spitzer viscosity (Re at pericen-
ter ∼ 460 and 4600), as well as with a spatially constant
kinematic viscosity.
Galaxy models and orbits are described in Appendix
A in paper I.
3. COMPARISON OF INVISCID AND VISCID
FLOW PATTERNS AND THEIR EVOLUTION
Figures 2 and 3 show the evolution of 0.1-Spitzer vis-
cous stripping of the compact and extended atmosphere,
respectively. They can be compared directly to the in-
viscid cases shown in Figs. 2 and 9 in paper I. Figure 3
in paper I provides a side-by-side comparison of the flow
patterns for all simulation runs (inviscid/viscous strip-
ping, compact/extended atmosphere).
3.1. Similar global flow patterns in inviscid/viscous
stripping
The global evolution of the remnant atmosphere as well
as the global patterns in the ICM flow around it are
independent of viscosity in the range covered here. In
both inviscid and viscous stripping, the quasi-steady flow
stage is reached only after an extended relaxation phase
that follows the onset of the ICM flow (left columns of
Figs 2 and 3). As explained in Paper I (Section 3.2.1), the
primary characteristic of the relaxation phase is a series
of two or three oscillations of the downstream atmosphere
along the direction of motion before a proper wake is
established. Viscosity somewhat damps these oscillations
but does not erase them.
Independent of viscosity, during quasi-steady stripping
gas removal from a stripped atmosphere occurs predom-
inantly along the sides of the atmosphere. The down-
stream atmosphere is shielded from the ICM wind and
can survive until after pericenter passage, forming the
galaxy’s remnant tail (right columns of Figs. 2 and 3,
compare to Figs. 2 and 9 in paper I).
Independent of viscosity the wakes do not flare dra-
matically but remain narrow as seen in wakes of tran-
sonic solid bodies. The wakes also have rather sharp,
albeit irregular, boundaries to the ambient ICM. In both
inviscid and viscous stripping, the galaxy’s near wake is
characterized by a deadwater region. The length of the
remnant tail and the contents of the deadwater region
depend on the initial atmosphere as shown in paper I.
The mixing in the deadwater region and in the far wake
depend on the ICM viscosity as discussed below.
The global similarities are partly due to the strong tem-
perature dependence of the Spitzer-like viscosity, which
leads only to a very mild viscosity in the cooler galactic
gas despite the substantial viscosity in the hotter ICM.
3.2. Differences with viscosity
The crucial differences between inviscid and viscous
stripping lie in the gas removal mechanism and in the
mixing in the galaxy’s wake.
3.2.1. Viscous gas removal mechanism
In inviscid stripping, the momentum transfer from the
ICM into the galactic gas at the sides of the atmo-
sphere occurs via KHIs. The KHI rolls start roughly
45 degrees away from upstream stagnation point, grow
while being driven along the sides of the atmosphere, are
sheared off by the ICM wind and mixed into the ICM.
For the initially compact atmosphere, this shapes the
tail of stripped gas into a hollow cylinder whose walls
4 Roediger et al.
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Figure 2. Stripping of a compact galactic atmosphere with 0.1 Spitzer viscosity. (Sect. 3). Density slices through galaxy in orbital plane,
overlaid with velocity vectors in most panels. The left column shows the initial oscillation phase, the right column the quasi-equilibrium
phase. In contrast to inviscid stripping (Fig. 1 in paper I), KHIs at the sides of the galaxy are mostly suppressed. Furthermore, the
suppressed mixing in the wake leads to cool dense filaments in the wake.
Figure 2. Stripping of a compact galactic atmosphere with 0.1 Spitzer viscosity. (Sect. 3). Density slices through galaxy in orbital plane,
overlaid with velocity vectors in most panels. The left column shows the initial relaxation phase, the right column the quasi-equilibrium
phase. In contrast to inviscid stripping (Fig. 2 in paper I), KHIs at the sides of the galaxy are mostly suppressed. Furthermore, the
suppressed mixing in the wake leads to cool dense filaments in the wake.
are made of filaments of stripped galactic gas (Fig. 2 in
paper I). For the initially extended atmosphere, the KHI
rolls are driven along the full length of the remnant at-
mosphere, including the remnant tail, where they grow
to a size larger than the upstream or side radius of the
atmosphere (Fig. 9 in paper I).
In viscous stripping at 0.1 Spitzer viscosity, momentum
is transferred from the ICM into the galactic gas directly
via viscosity (Figs. 2 and 3). For this viscosity, KHIs can
start to grow, at reduced speed, only for scales larger
than ∼ 6 kpc, but die down again, in agreement with
Roediger et al. (2013). Even larger KHI rolls die down,
and KHIs on smaller scales are fully suppressed.
Stripping at 0.001 Spitzer viscosity is almost indistin-
guishable from inviscid stripping. At 0.01 Spitzer vis-
cosity, KHIs below ∼ 2 kpc can grow only at reduced
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Figure 3. Stripping of initially extended atmosphere with 0.1 Spitzer viscosity (Sect. 3). Density slices through galaxy in orbital plane
with velocity vectors overlaid in most panels. The left column shows the initial oscillation phase, the right column the quasi-equilibrium
flow. Compare to Fig. 6 in paper I for the corresponding inviscid stripping.
Figure 3. Stripping of initially extended atmosphere with 0.1 Spitzer viscosity (Sect. 3). Density slices through galaxy in orbital plane
with velocity vectors overlaid in most panels. The left column shows the initial relaxation phase, the right column the quasi-equilibrium
flow. Compare to Fig. 9 in paper I for the corresponding inviscid stripping.
speed, and die down quickly, but KHIs on scales of 5 kpc
and above can grow. As the dominant KHIs mode are
the largest ones, i.e., comparable to the remnant atmo-
sphere radius, the gas removal occurs still via KHIs. The
absence of the smaller KHI modes is only a subtle effect.
3.2.2. Reduced mixing in the wake
In the same manner viscosity reduces turbulence and
mixing in the wake. At 0.1 Spitzer viscosity, cold
stripped gas forms long filaments in the tail, similar to
the filaments that occur when stirring two viscous paints
(Figs. 2 and 3). Consequently, in the viscous wake, fila-
ments of cool gas and hot ICM co-exist for tens of kpc
downstream of the galaxy. In the cold filaments the
galactic gas fraction remains higher than 80% beyond
100 kpc from the galaxy. Thus, filamentary tails can be
produced by viscous stripping, without the presence of
magnetic fields. It will be interesting to try to distinguish
both scenarios.
In inviscid stripping the global flow patterns in the
wake are superimposed with irregular velocity fluctua-
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Figure 4. Fraction of galactic gas in the wake of the in viscidly
stripped galaxy (initially extended atmosphere) at pericenter pas-
sage. The wake is a coherent structure hundreds of kpc downstream
of the galaxy, although the galaxy has already reached pericenter
passage. The same effect is observed in the wakes of supersonic bul-
lets in the earth’s atmosphere, where the wake remains coherent
out to several hundred bullet diameters downstream of the bullet
(Fig. 151 in van Dyke 1982).
tions of a few 100 km s−1 (see Fig. 5 in paper I) that mix
ambient ICM into the wake as shown by the decreasing
galactic gas fraction in the wake (Fig. 4 in paper I). At
intermediate viscosity of 0.01 Spitzer, mixing along the
wake is somewhat slower, leading to a somewhat cooler
wake temperature at a given distance down the wake
(Fig. 4 in paper I).
We note, however, that the galaxy’s wake remains a
coherent structure for hundreds of kpc downstream of
the galaxy even in turbulent stripping (Fig. 4), an effect
known from bullets in the earth’s atmosphere (Fig. 151
in van Dyke 1982). The average galactic gas fraction
decreases along and perpendicular to the wake, where
the gradient depends on viscosity and also strongly on
initial gas contents of the galaxy (Fig. 4 in paper I).
3.3. Impact of viscous heating
We also performed test runs that neglected viscous
heating and found no significant effect on the flow pat-
terns described above. However, the presence of viscous
heating creates a hot layer in the ICM at the upstream
edge and along the sides of the atmosphere and the wake
(Fig. 4 in paper I). Consequently, due to pressure bal-
ance, the gas density in this layer is reduced, and the at-
mosphere and wake are surrounded by a depletion layer.
Our simulations may overestimate viscous heating be-
cause we did not take into account possible saturation of
viscosity. However, qualitatively the effect should exist.
Magnetic field draping is expected to lead to a similar de-
pletion layer due to the magnetic pressure in the draping
layer. Careful considerations are required to distinguish
both origins of the depletion layer observationally.
3.4. Impact of spatially constant viscosity
For academic interest we ran a simulation with a con-
stant kinematic viscosity (Fig. 5) of ν = 1028 cm2 s−1
throughout the simulation box (no viscous heating), cor-
responding to a few percent of the Spitzer level in the
ICM, but exceeding the Spitzer level in the cooler galac-
tic gas by a factor of 50 to 500 for gas densities of 10−2
to 10−1 cm−3, respectively (mean free path in the galac-
tic gas is 0.4 kpc). The high viscosity of the galactic
gas takes the shielding of the downstream atmosphere
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via viscosity. For this viscosity, KHIs can start to grow,
at reduced speed, only for scales larger than ∼ 6 kpc,
but die down again, in agreement with Roediger et al.
(2013). Even larger KHI rolls die down, and KHIs on
smaller scales are fully suppressed.
Stripping at 0.001 Spitzer viscosity is almost indistin-
guishable from inviscid stripping. At 0.01 Spitzer vis-
cosity, KHIs below ∼ 2 kpc can grow only at reduced
speed, and die down quickly, but KHIs on scales of 5 kpc
and above can grow. As the dominant KHIs mode are
the largest ones, i.e., comparable to the remnant atmo-
sphere radius, the gas removal occurs still via KHIs. The
absence of the smaller KHI modes is only a subtle effect.
3.2.2. Suppressed mixing in the wake
In the same manner viscosity suppresses turbulence
and mixing in the wake. Instead, at 0.1 Spitzer viscos-
ity, cold stripped gas forms long filaments in the tail,
similar to the filaments that occur when stirring two vis-
cous paints (Figs. 2 and 3). Consequently, in the viscous
wake, filaments of cool ga and hot ICM co-exist for tens
of kpc downstream of the galaxy. Thus, filamentary tails
can be produced by viscous stripping, without the pres-
ence of magnetic fields. It will be interesting to try to
distinguish both scenarios.
In inviscid stripping the global flow patterns in the
wake are superimposed with irregular velocity fluctua-
tions of a few 100 km s−1 t at fin ll mix the wake gas.
At intermediate viscosity of 0.01 Spitzer, mixing along
the w ke is somewhat slower, leading to a som what
cooler wake temperatur at a given distance down the
wake (Fig. 3 in paper I).
3.3. Impact of viscous he ting
Including or neglecting viscous heating does not affect
the flow patterns described above. However, if viscous
heating is included, it creates a hot layer in the ICM at
the upstream edge and along the sides of the atmosphere
and the wake (Fig. 3 in paper I). Consequently, due to
pressure balance, the gas density in this layer is reduced,
and the atmosphere and wake are surrounded by a de-
pletio layer. Our simulations may overestimate viscous
heating because we did not take into account possible
saturation of viscosity. However, qualitatively the effect
should exist. Magnetic field draping is ex ected to lead
to a si ilar depletion layer due to the magnetic pressure
in the draping layer. Careful co siderations are required
to distinguish both origins of the depletion layer obser-
vationally.
3.4. Impact of spatially constant viscosity
For academic interest we ran a simulation with a con-
stant kinematic viscosity of ν = 1028 cm2s−1 throughout
the simulation box, corresponding to a few percent of the
Spitzer level in the ICM, but exceeding the Spitzer level
in the cooler galactic gas by a factor of 50 to 500 for gas
densities of 10−2 to 10−1 cm−3, respectively (mean free
path in the galactic gas is 0.4 kpc). The high viscosity
of the galactic gas takes the shielding of the downstream
atmosphere to the extreme. The effect is most impres-
sive for the initially extended atmosphere (see Fig. 4 for
a time series, and Fig. 3 in paper I for comparison to
other runs). As now also the galactic gas is viscous,
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Figure 4. Stripping of initially extended atmosphere with spa-
tially constant kinematic viscosity, density slices through the or-
bital plane (Sect. 3.4). The atmosphere is not truly stripped but
deformed and shows a pronounced remnant tail.
Figure 5. Stripping of initially extended atmosphere with spa-
tially constant kinematic viscosity, density slices through the or-
bital plane (Sect. 3.4). The atmosphere is not truly stripped but
deformed and shows a pronounced remnant tail.
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to the extreme. Gas is hardly torn off the atmosphere,
but the flow around the atmosphere merely distorts it.
The ambient flow stretches the atmosphere strongly into
the downstream direction, where the galactic atmosphere
settles into a new equilibrium and is again shielded from
the ICM head wind and kept in place by the galaxy’s
gravity. The effect is most impressive for the initially ex-
tended atmosphere (see Fig. 5 for a time series, and Fig. 4
in paper I for comparison to other runs). As now also the
galactic gas is viscous, KHIs and mixing are suppressed
up to scales of ∼ 15 kpc. As a result, viscous momentum
transport at the sides of the atmosphere can pull the
outer layers in the downstream direction, which leads to
the stretching of the atmosphere, but can hardly tear off
filaments. Even at pericenter passage, most of the galac-
tic gas still resides in the remnant tail that stretches 60
kpc behind the galaxy center, although the upstream ra-
dius is only 3 kpc as in the other simulations. Thick fila-
ments are sheared off only beyond 60 kpc downstream of
the galaxy center. The galaxy still has an extremely long
remnant tail at 0.5 Gyr after pericenter passage, where
the ICM wind decreases and the atmosphere starts to
re-settle.
4. CHARACTERISTICS OF VISCOSITY AND
DYNAMIC CONDITIONS IN MOCK X-RAY
IMAGES
We calculate synthetic X-ray images in the 0.7-1.1 keV
band, i.e., around the Fe L emission line complex, by pro-
jecting n2Λ(T ) perpendicular to the orbit. The band is
chosen to highlight the cooler galactic gas (∼ 0.5 keV)
over the hotter ICM (& 2.4 keV). The cooling func-
tion Λ is calculated with XSPEC assuming the APEC
model. We do not include count noise or smoothing by
a specific instrumental point spread function to enable
easier comparison to different instruments and observa-
tions. The projections contain a LOS through our sim-
ulation box around the orbital plane of the galaxy such
that all stripped gas and little of the ambient ICM is in-
cluded in the projection. We add the cluster background
as described below. Figure 1 displays the corresponding
Chandra image of M89.
For snapshots from the quasi-steady stripping phase
we add the emission of the Virgo cluster ICM at the true
projected position of M89 in Virgo, i.e., at 350 kpc from
the cluster center, independent of the current position
of the simulated galaxy in the cluster. By doing so, we
assume that the orbital plane of M89 is inclined away
from the plane of the sky sufficiently to give a projected
distance to the cluster center as observed for M89. For
snapshots from the initial relaxation phase, we add the
cluster background at the galaxy’s current projected po-
sition assuming that we see the galaxy moving in the
plane of the sky.
4.1. Initial relaxation phase
Figures 6 to 8 display mock X-ray images from the
relaxation phase (early infall) of inviscid and 0.1 Spitzer-
viscous stripping of the initially extended atmosphere.
The onset of the flow drives shocks through the atmo-
sphere that are especially prominent in the first row in
Fig. 6. Such internal shocks could also be triggered if the
galaxy encounters abrupt changes in ambient ICM flow
due to bulk motions in the cluster outskirts.
In the following rows in Figs. 6 and 8, the oscillation of
the downstream atmosphere is clearly seen, leading to a
variety of morphologies of the remnant atmosphere with
and without a clear tail. Temporarily, the atmosphere
is cone-shaped (most of second row of Fig. 6) as seen in
several groups infalling into their host clusters or even in
group mergers (e.g., in Abell 85, Kempner et al. 2002, or
in RXJ0751, Russell et al. 2014). The cone shape is al-
most absent for the initially compact atmosphere, which
is missing sufficient gas at large radii to form the cone
of displaced galactic gas. For the extended atmosphere,
the cone shape is preserved up to inclination angles of
45o (Fig. 7). For inclined galaxies, the KHIs along the
sides appear less pronounced as they overlap and lead to
a washed-out interface to the ICM. Similar to the rem-
nant tail described above, the bright, unmixed gas in
the cone is no indicator of suppressed mixing of stripped
gas. Instead, the cone-shape arises from the deformation
of the remnant atmosphere, the whole cone is still part
of the remnant atmosphere.
As discussed above, the global structure of the rem-
nant atmosphere is independent of viscosity. However,
in inviscid stripping KHI rolls are present along the sides
of the remnant atmosphere. These are largely suppressed
in the 0.1 Spitzer-viscous stripping. In the later stages
in Fig. 8, stripped gas marks the wake of the galaxy. In
the inviscid case, stripped gas in the wake is efficiently
mixed and thus very faint.
4.2. Quasi-steady stripping
Figures 9 and 10 show time series of X-ray snap-
shots for the inviscid and 0.1 Spitzer-viscous simulations
around pericenter passage, for the compact and extended
atmospheres, respectively. The X-ray emission traces
most of the flow patterns described above:
• Prior to and near pericenter passage, the stripped
galaxies display a head-tail structure. The down-
stream radius is larger than the upstream radius,
which is the manifestation of the remnant tail. The
remnant tail is eroded only after pericenter pas-
sage.
• The brightness and morphology of the remnant tail
depends mostly on the initial gas contents. In case
of the initially compact atmosphere (Fig. 9) the
remnant tail is not very prominent and the over-
all structure would be described as an asymmet-
ric atmosphere. There is a clear downstream con-
tact discontinuity between the remnant tail and
the wake. For the initially extended atmosphere
(Fig. 10), the atmosphere has a long remnant tail
(still ∼ 15 kpc at pericenter passage) that is eroded
only ∼ 300 Myr after pericenter passage. In pro-
jection, the remnant tail and wake are not clearly
separated but combine into one tail-like structure.
• For the Spitzer-viscous cases, the wake decreases
only slowly in brightness because the stripped gas
mixes only very slowly. For the initially compact
atmosphere the wake has a filamentary structure;
for the initially extended atmosphere filaments in
the wake are heavily superimposed, but give the
wake a hatched appearance.
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initially extended atmosphere, inviscid stripping, initial relaxation phase
Figure 6. X-ray images (0.7-1.1 keV) of simulated gas-stripped galaxy, surface brightness in arbitrary units. Initially extended atmosphere,
inviscid stripping. Initial relaxation phase, timesteps of 40 Myr, pericenter passage occurs at t = 0. See Sect. 4.1.
initially extended atmosphere, inviscid stripping, initial relaxation phase
Figure 7. Impact of inclination on inviscidly stripped atmosphere during initial relaxation phase for timestep t = −1140 Myr (cf. Fig. 6,
second row, fourth column). The galaxy is rotated around the vertical axis by the indicated angle.
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initially extended atmosphere, 0.1 Spitzer viscosity stripping, initial relaxation phase
Figure 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for 0.1 Spitzer viscosity.
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initially compact atmosphere
inviscid stripping 0.1 Spitzer viscosity
Figure 9. X-ray images (0.7-1.1 keV) of simulated gas-stripped galaxies, surface brightness in arbitrary units. Initially compact atmo-
sphere, inviscid and 0.1 Spitzer viscosity in left and right column, respectively. Time steps as labelled, pericenter passage occurs at t = 0.
In inviscid stripping, stripped gas in the wake is mixed with the ICM, leading to a very faint wake. Viscosity suppresses KHIs and mixing
in the wake, thus, unmixed cool dense gas makes the wake bright.
• In the inviscid cases, the brightness of the wake
(beyond the remnant tail) and especially of the
far wake decreases faster than in the correspond-
ing viscous cases. For the initially compact atmo-
sphere, the wake is limb-brightened because the gas
removal occurs only along the sides of the galaxy,
and the wake is ‘hollow’. This effect is only mild for
the initially extended atmosphere because stripped
gas is also trapped in the inner part of the wake
due to the deadwater region.
• Inviscid stripping leads to several horn-like or wing-
like KHI rolls along the sides of the atmosphere and
remnant tail. The horns or rolls start near the up-
stream edge with a size smaller than the upstream
radius, and grow along the sides of the atmosphere.
At the end of the remnant tail they reach sizes
larger than the current upstream radius, but com-
parable to the local radius of the tail. The exact
position and shape of the horns varies rapidly with
time as shown in Fig. 11. The upstream side of the
upstream-most rolls is generally sharp, but down-
stream sides of KHI rolls are diffuse and filled with
faint emission. Further down the remnant tail the
superposition of KHI rolls gives the remnant tail a
diffuse boundary. Synthetic images taken along in-
clined LOSs confirm the filamentary nature of the
KHI rolls (Fig. 12).
• In contrast, prominent horns are absent at 0.1
Spitzer viscosity near pericenter passage because
this level of viscosity suppresses also the largest-
possible KHIs for an atmosphere of this size. At
earlier times, when the atmosphere is still larger,
larger horns can exist (Fig. 9, top right panel). At
high viscosity, the wake has a sharp but ragged
boundary for tens of kpc or many atmosphere di-
ameters.
• At intermediate viscosities, the effect of viscosity
is subtle. Qualitatively, a higher viscosity leads
to slower mixing along the wake. However, distin-
guishing, e.g., Reynolds numbers of 500 and 5000
would require a detailed knowledge of the initial
gas contents of the galaxy beyond what is possi-
ble. Alternatively, one could attempt to observe
the absence or presence of KHI rolls below the
length scale of the remnant atmosphere diameter,
which, however, requires very high spatial resolu-
tion, and is difficult due to projection effects. Thus,
a stripped elliptical with a remnant atmosphere
most easily probes the viscous suppression of KHIs
on scales comparable to the atmosphere’s radius.
• In surface brightness images, the transition from
the deadwater region to the far wake is hard to
distinguish.
The X-ray images shown above assumed a LOS per-
pendicular to the orbit of the galaxy. If the galaxy orbit
is inclined out of the plane of the sky KHIs at the sides of
the atmosphere start to overlap and lead to a somewhat
fuzzier boundary of the atmosphere. From a certain in-
clination on (here 45o) KHI rolls from the far side of the
atmosphere appear at the upstream edge (Fig. 12).
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initially extended atmosphere
inviscid stripping 0.1 Spitzer viscosity
Figure 10. Mock X-ray images (0.7-1.1 keV) of simulated gas-stripped galaxy, surface brightness in arbitrary units. Initially extended
atmosphere, inviscid and 0.1 Spitzer viscosity in left and right column, respectively; quasi-steady stripping phase. Time after pericenter
passage as labelled. Due to the initially extended atmosphere the galaxy has a pronounced remnant tail that is eroded only after t = 300 Myr.
The near wake is brighter than in Fig. 9. In inviscid stripping, the wake fades quickly due to mixing, but it does not in viscous stripping.
Fig. 13 displays X-ray snapshots of the stripping of
the extended atmosphere with spatially constant viscos-
ity. Layers of gas are being peeled off slowly along the
remnant atmosphere and remnant tail, forming horns of
& 10 kpc. The downstream end of the remnant tail has
a frazzled appearance. Note the large spatial scale of the
remnant tail in this case. It certainly does not match
M89 in terms of tail length and morphology.
5. DISCUSSION
In the following subsections, we briefly compare our
simulation results to our target galaxy M89, discuss pos-
sible effects of magnetic fields, and apply our results to
further gas stripped galaxies.
5.1. Comparison to M89
Paper III of our series (Kraft et al.) presents a detailed
comparison between our simulation results and new deep
Chandra observations of M89. We show that inviscid
stripping of our model galaxy with the extended atmo-
sphere shortly after pericenter passage matches the ob-
servations best. We suggest that the bright cool near
part of M89’s tail is a remnant tail of still unstripped gas
of the downstream atmosphere. The sudden flaring and
decrease in brightness of the far tail denotes the onset of
the wake. The decrease in brightness of the wake, the
absence of a bright wake in archival XMM data, and the
presence of the KHI-like horns at M89’s remnant atmo-
sphere argue against a substantial isotropic viscosity in
the Virgo ICM.
5.2. Impact of magnetic fields
The comparison between M89 and our simulations
disfavors only high isotropic ICM viscosities. With
anisotropic, i.e., Braginskii viscosity (Kunz et al. 2012),
the shear layer along the galactic atmosphere may be-
have differently because magnetic fields in this shear
layer could be largely aligned with the shear flow and the
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initially extended atmosphere, inviscid stripping
Figure 11. Mock X-ray images (0.7-1.1 keV) of simulated gas-stripped galaxy, surface brightness in arbitrary units. Initially extended
atmosphere, inviscid stripping. Time steps as labelled; for this epoch the tail brightness is in the same range as observed for M89 (paper
III). The remnant tail has a smooth side edge, but the far tail is fuzzy and fades rapidly. The exact position and size of the KHIs varies
quickly.
Figure 12. Mock X-ray images (0.7-1.1 keV) of simulated gas-stripped galaxy, surface brightness in arbitrary units. Initially extended
atmosphere, inviscid stripping, 140 Myr after pericenter passage, for different inclinations of the orbital plane (rotation around the horizontal
axis, see labels in each panel). The axis is labelled in kpc and shows the distance to pericenter. Note the slightly bent appearance of the
remnant tail. Paper III contains this figure with a different colorscale highlighting the projected position of the bow shock.
Braginskii viscosity could not suppress all KHI modes. If
the aligned magnetic field itself is sufficiently weak, KHIs
could grow despite Braginskii viscosity (see also Suzuki
et al. 2013).
Dense gas clouds moving through a magnetized plasma
are predicted to be draped by the ambient magnetic fields
(Asai et al. 2007; Dursi & Pfrommer 2008), at least in ide-
alized field geometries. The magnetized layer wrapped
around the gas cloud could suppress KHIs and mixing
in its wake as well. Given that we do observe KHIs and
mixing in the wake, draping may not be as efficient with
tangled magnetic fields. Ruszkowski et al. (2007) showed
this effect for buoyantly rising bubbles in the ICM. Only
tangled fields with coherence lengths larger than the bub-
ble can prevent its breakup by instabilities. If this anal-
ogy can be applied directly to galaxy stripping, the pres-
ence of KHIs and mixing in the tail would indicate tan-
gling of the Virgo magnetic fields on scales as small as
∼ 3 kpc.
5.3. Speculations for other galaxies
We apply our simulation results qualitatively to other
stripped ellipticals and briefly discuss their stripping
state and implications for the ICM viscosity.
M49 (NGC 4472) in the southern outskirts of the Virgo
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Figure 13. Mock X-ray images of viscous stripping of the initially
extended atmosphere with a spatially constant kinematic viscosity,
i.e., also the galactic gas is viscous. Strongly suppressed mixing
leads to an extremely long and bright remnant tail. Note the length
scale. Axes are labelled in kpc.
cluster has a ragged upstream (northern) edge, a wing in
the east, and a flaring tail to the south-west (Kraft et al.
2011). At a distance of 1.4 Mpc from the Virgo cen-
ter, M49 could still be in the flow initialization phase,
which could explain the slight mismatch between the in-
dicated directions of motion by the south-western tail
and the northern edge. Due to its larger size and lower
ambient ICM temperature, even at full Spitzer viscos-
ity the Reynolds number of the ICM flow around M49
is Re ∼ 100. Large-scale KHI may be present even at
full Spitzer viscosity, but they should be very clear-cut
because smaller-scale KHIs would still be suppressed.
M86 (NGC 4406), the center of the subgroup 400 kpc
west of the Virgo center, has a ∼ 150 kpc long cool bright
bifurcating ‘tail’ that emerges not from M86 itself, but
from a plume 20 kpc north of the galaxy (Randall et al.
2008). At first glance, this apparently unmixed tail could
indicate a significant viscosity or draped magnetic fields.
However, Hα and HI observations of the M86 group re-
veal bridges of ionized and neutral gas from the spiral
galaxies NGC 4438 and 4388 to M86 and beyond, re-
spectively (Kenney et al. 2008, Oosterloo & van Gorkom
2005). These structures indicate possible encounters of
these galaxies with M86 and thus a complex dynamical
history of the M86 group, which could be responsible
for the peculiar geometry of this tail and its apparently
suppressed mixing. Disentangling this system’s dynamic
history will be the focus of a future paper.
The Fornax elliptical NGC 1404 is, in projection, 60
kpc close to the Fornax cluster center (NGC 1399). It
has a contact discontinuity towards the Fornax center
and a faint ‘tail’ on its opposite side (Machacek et al.
2005). We performed first gas-stripping simulations for
this galaxy (Roediger et al., in prep.). In the compact
Fornax cluster atmosphere the initial relaxation phase
lasts up to pericenter passage. Consequently, indepen-
dent of viscosity, NGC 1404 should have a bright long
remnant tail and a bright near wake if it was on its first
infall into the Fornax cluster. The absence of either of
these features, but presence of the faint ‘tail’ supports
the assumption that NGC 1404 has already lost its outer
atmosphere on a first passage through Fornax. Its ‘tail’
is thus its near wake. The same scenario was suggested
by Bekki et al. (2003) because NGC 1404 appears to
have lost a significant fraction of its globular clusters to
NGC 1399 in the Fornax center. Due to the lower For-
nax ICM temperature the Reynolds number of the ICM
flow around NGC 1404 is ∼ 170 at full Spitzer viscosity,
which should be sufficient to suppress small-scale KHIs,
but not the ones on scales of the atmosphere diameter.
No obvious KHIs can be identified in the current data,
though.
6. SUMMARY
We determined the impact of an isotropic, Spitzer-like
viscosity on gas stripping of elliptical galaxies, in particu-
lar, for the Virgo elliptical M89 (NGC 4552). We showed
that the evolution of the remaining galactic atmosphere
proceeds similarly in Spitzer-viscous and in inviscid strip-
ping. However, 10% of the nominal Spitzer viscosity, or
a Reynolds number ∼ 50 w.r.t. the ICM flow around the
remnant atmosphere, already leads to observable differ-
ences in the stripping process. We provide mock X-ray
images for different stripping stages and conditions.
We show that the brightness of the near wake and
the length of the galaxy’s remnant tail depend on the
galaxy’s initial gas contents and are thus not suitable
to determine ICM properties. In particular, the remnant
tail cannot be used as a tracer for ICM transport proper-
ties because it is simply the remnant of the downstream
atmosphere, hence it consists of unstripped and unmixed
galactic gas even in inviscid stripping.
Observationally, the effect of viscosity can be distin-
guished in two locations:
• At the sides of the remnant atmosphere and its
remnant tail, inviscid and high-Reynolds number
stripping leads to ubiquitous KHIs that appear as
horns or wings. These are absent with sufficient
viscosity.
• Second, in Spitzer-like viscous stripping at a
Reynolds number of ∼ 50, suppressed mixing in
the galaxy’s wake would allow the denser, cooler
stripped galactic gas to survive in the wake, lead-
ing to a bright, cool wake extending beyond 5 times
the length of the remnant atmosphere. At high Re,
mixing of the stripped galactic gas quickly reduces
the gas density and thus X-ray brightness in the
wake.
A detailed comparison to archival XMM and new
Chandra data is presented in paper III of this series
(Kraft et al., in preparation).
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APPENDIX
A. FLOW AROUND A SOLID OBSTACLE
We tested the ability of the FLASH code to capture
flows past solid bodies at different Reynolds numbers.
The simulation grid in FLASH is organized in blocks, in
our case of size of 163 grid cells per block. FLASH4 pro-
vides the option to apply reflecting boundary conditions
to one or more blocks of the lowest refinement level inside
the simulation domain, i.e., to treat them as solid obsta-
cles. We utilized this option to simulate the flow past a
solid cube as shown in Fig. 14. We chose a cube size,
wind density and temperature of 6.4 kpc, 10−27 g cm−3
and of 2.4 keV, respectively, i.e., comparable to the at-
mosphere of M89, but of course the results can be scaled
by Reynolds number and Mach number. The wind ve-
locity is subsonic at Mach 0.1 (80 km s−1). With these
length and velocity scales, the kinematic viscosities of
8 × 1027, 8 × 1026 and 8 × 1025 cm2s−1 correspond to
Reynolds numbers of 20, 200, and 2000. We also ran an
inviscid reference simulation. We use a nested grid with
a peak resolution of 1/128th of the cube length around
the cube and in the near wake as indicated in Fig. 14.
With increasing Reynolds numbers, the flow patterns
change as expected for the flow past a 3D object from
a vortex-free, laminar flow to a downstream vortex ring
(Taneda 1956) to an irregular near wake. At our res-
olution, the inviscid flow shows smaller-scale structures
than the Re = 2000 flow, i.e., the numerical viscosity is
smaller than the physical viscosity at Re = 2000. Fig. 15
demonstrates the effect of decreasing resolution and thus
increasing numerical viscosity.
B. RESOLUTION TEST
We repeated our galaxy stripping simulations at a fac-
tor of 2 or 4 lower resolution and find that our results con-
verged regarding tail structure and brightness. Fig. 16
shows example synthetic X-ray images for two tests.
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Figure 14. Flow past a cube, comparison of inviscid simulation at resolution 1/128 per cube length and 1/64 per cube length, and with
viscous simulation with Re = 1000 at the higher resolution.
Cube infall into cluster, current velocity Mach 1.5, dx = 1/32nd of cube length flow past cylinder, Mach 3.6 (from van Dyke 1982)
Figure 15. Simulated supersonic motion of a cube (left) and shadowgraph of supersonic flow around a short cylinder (right, photo taken
by A. C. Charters). Shock and wake structures are similar.
Figure 16. Resolution test: X-ray images (0.7-1.1 keV) of simulated gas-stripped galaxy, surface brightness in arbitrary units. The color
stretch highlights the tail. Initially compact atmosphere, inviscid (left) and viscid (0.1 Spitzer viscosity, right) stripping, at pericenter
passage. The bottom panels show result for spatial resolution of 0.4 kpc, the top panels are for resolutions of 0.1 kpc in case of inviscid
stripping and 0.2 kpc in case of viscid stripping.
Figure 15. Flow past a parison of inviscid simulation at resolution 1/128 per cube length and 1/64 per cub length, a d with
viscou simulation with at the higher esolution.
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Figure 16. Resolution test: X-ray images (0.7-1.1 keV) of simulated gas-stripped galaxy, surface brightness in arbitrary units. The color
stretch highlights the tail. Initially compact atmosphere, inviscid (left) and viscid (0.1 Spitzer viscosity, right) stripping, at pericenter
passage. The bottom panels show result for a peak spatial resolution of 0.4 kpc, the top panels are for resolutions of 0.1 kpc in case of
inviscid stripping and 0.2 kpc in case of viscid stripping.
